
 

 

 
 

Table lamp 42453-A-1 - “Captured” 
The Traditional Family  
 
 
Light refracted by crystal. Capturing the natural game of those two elements into a fascinating object has 
been the vision of this cooperation. A minimal, elegant and strong metal structure, typical for Michael 
Anastassiades’ work, gives hold and position to precious crystal parts refined by Lobmeyr. 
The central glass sphere cut in alternative ways guards the light source and refracts the light. Two 
hemispheres of different larger diameters indicate further orbits. Light, shade and the game with 
geometry and space make these exciting objects. 
 
 
Design: Michael Anastassiades, 2012 Dia.: 23 cm, H.: 55 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, Hand-cut crystal; Finish: Silver Lights: 1 Halogen G4 ; Max. Wattage: 20W  

Special requests: Different heights and finishes, custom cuts for central sphere and decoration for 
hemispheres. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Floor lamp 42545-A-1 - “Captured” 
The Traditional Family  
 
 
Light refracted by crystal. Capturing the natural game of those two elements into a fascinating object has 
been the vision of this cooperation. A minimal, elegant and strong metal structure, typical for Michael 
Anastassiades’ work, gives hold and position to precious crystal parts refined by Lobmeyr. 
The central glass sphere cut in alternative ways guards the light source and refracts the light. Two 
hemispheres of different larger diameters indicate further orbits. Light, shade and the game with 
geometry and space make these exciting objects. 
 
 
Design: Michael Anastassiades, 2012 Dia.: 23 cm, H.: 130 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, Hand-cut crystal; Finish: Silver Lights: 1 Halogen G4 ; Max. Wattage: 40W  

Special requests: Different heights and finishes, custom cuts for central sphere and decoration for 
hemispheres. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Small pendant lamp 42546-A-1 - “Captured” 
The Traditional Family  
 
 
Light refracted by crystal. Capturing the natural game of those two elements into a fascinating object has 
been the vision of this cooperation. A minimal, elegant and strong metal structure, typical for Michael 
Anastassiades’ work, gives hold and position to precious crystal parts refined by Lobmeyr. 
The central glass sphere cut in alternative ways guards the light source and refracts the light. Two 
hemispheres of different larger diameters indicate further orbits. Light, shade and the game with 
geometry and space make these exciting objects. 
 
 
Design: Michael Anastassiades, 2012 Dia.: 23 cm, H.: 55 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, Hand-cut crystal; Finish: Silver Lights: 1 Halogen G4 ; Max. Wattage: 40W  

Special requests: Different heights and finishes, custom cuts for central sphere and decoration for 
hemispheres. 
 
 


